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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper R always denotes a commutative noetherian ring with
identity, and N is the set of all non-negative integers. Given an m n
Ž .matrix A with entries in R, we denote by I A the ideal generated by allt
Ž .t-minors of A. We understand I A the unit ideal R if t 0, whilet
Ž . Ž . Ž .I A  0 if tmax m, n . If A is an m n matrix as above and if j ist
an integer with 1 j n, then we denote by A the m j matrix j
consisting of the first j columns of A.
ŽWe are concerned in this paper with the relation between the height or
. Ž . Ž .grade of I A and that of I A . One of our main results is stated ast t  j
follows:
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be an m n matrix with entries in R. Assume that
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž .. .ht I A  l or respectiely grade I A  l . Then there is a lower trian-t t
gular unipotent matrix V such that, putting A AV, we hae
ht I A  j for j 1, 2, . . . , lŽ .Ž .t  tj1
Ž Ž Ž  .. .respectiely grade I A  j for j 1, . . . , l .t  tj1
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As the most general consequence, we can also prove the theorems that
claim the same as Theorem 1.1 but for various other numerical invariants
Ž .of ideals instead of heights or grades . See Theorem 3.4. We call such an
invariant possibly used instead of height a numerical function on Spec R
with finiteness condition, the detail of which we shall discuss in Section 2.
There are mainly two points that have motivated us to consider Theo-
rem 1.1.
First, we wanted a clearer and simpler statement than the basic element
theorems. There are a lot of theorems concerning basic elements, as we
 	can see in Br, EE, EG, Fo, Sw . However, all of such theorems look
complicated and we have to be careful enough when applying them. To
compare with the basic element theorems, Theorem 1.1 seems rather
simpler and it can be applied rather easily. In fact, Theorem 1.1 implies
every result deduced from the basic element theorems, as we will see in
Sections 46.
Second, one of the basic element theorems, which we see in Theorem
 	2.3 of the book ‘‘Syzygies’’ EG of Evans and Griffith, can be stated in
terms of matrices in the following way.
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be an m n matrix with entries in R. Assume
Ž Ž ..ht I A  l and n t l 1. Then there is a lower triangular unipotentt
matrix V such that, putting A AV, we hae
ht I A  l j for j 1, . . . , l 1.Ž .Ž .t  nj
Of course, Theorem 1.1 generalizes this theorem. Therefore, using
Theorem 1.1 and using more general theorems as to the numerical
invariants of ideals, we will be able to establish slightly extended versions
of Serre’s theorem, Bourbaki’s theorem, Bruns’ theorem, the ForsterSwan
theorem, and other results in this direction.
Ž . nNotation and Conention. 1 Denoting a free R-module by R , we
describe the elements of Rn by row vectors, and if
Am nR R
is an R-linear map, then A is an m n matrix with entries in R and the
map is obtained by multiplying A from the right.
Ž .2 If M is a finitely generated R-module and if P is a prime ideal
of R, we denote the minimal number of generators of the R -module MP P
Ž .by  M .P
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2. FINITENESS CONDITION FOR NUMERICAL
FUNCTIONS ON Spec R
To state our main theorems, we need to argue several numerical
functions defined on the set of prime ideals Spec R of R and numerical
invariants for ideals of R. Although in the major applications of our main
theorems we use height or depth as such numerical functions, it is also
applicable to any numerical functions that satisfy a certain condition,
which we call the finiteness condition.
   4Let  : Spec RN
  be a function defined on Spec R, which we
 call a numerical function on Spec R. For any numerical function  on
Spec R and for any ideal I of R, we define
     4 4I  inf P   P Spec R , P I 
  .Ž .
 We call  the numerical invariants associated to the numerical function
          . Note that I  I if I I , and R . For any ideal I, we set
     4Min I  P Spec R  P I , P  IŽ . 
 and call it the set of minimal prime ideals with respect to  . Consider the
 following condition as to the numerical function  , which we call the
Ž .finiteness condition FC :
  If I is an ideal of R such that I  , then Min IŽ .  FCŽ .
is a finite set.
We list several examples of numerical functions on Spec R which satisfy
Ž .     Ž .FC . Note that P  P in general as we see in ii of the following
example.
Ž .  EXAMPLE 2.1. i If we put P  dim R for any prime ideal P,P
  Ž .  then  satisfies FC since R is noetherian, and I ht I for any ideal I
of R.
Ž .    ii If we put P  depth R for any prime ideal P, then P
Ž .  satisfies FC and I grade I for any ideal I of R.
Ž .  iii Suppose that dim R is finite. If we put P  dim R dim RP
  Ž .  for any prime ideal P, then  satisfies FC and I dim R dim RI.
 	Before stating other examples, we recall several definitions from Sw .
For any ideal I of R, we set
j-rad I M
MMax R , MI
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and call it the j-radical of I, where Max R is the set of all maximal ideals
of R. We also set
 4j-Spec R P Spec R  j-rad P P .
It is easily verified that if I is an ideal of R and if
j-rad I P   P1 t
is the minimal primary decomposition of j-rad I, then P  j-Spec R fori
any i. For any P j-Spec R and for any ideal I of R, we define
 4j-ht Pmax t  P  P    P  P , P , . . . , P  j-Spec R ,0 1 t 0 t
and
 4j-ht I inf j-ht P  P j-Spec R , P I .
We also define j-dim R to be the supremum of j-ht P for P j-Spec R.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.2. i If we set
j-ht P if P j-Spec R , P  ½  otherwise,
  Ž . Ž . Žthen the numerical function  satisfies FC , since Min I Min j- 
.rad I , where Min denotes the set of ordinary minimal prime ideals. We
 have I j-ht I in this case.
Ž .ii Suppose j-dim R is finite. Then if we set
j-dim R j-dim RP if P j-Spec R , P  ½  otherwise,
  Ž . Ž . Ž .   satisfies FC , since Min I Min j-rad I , and I j-dim R j- 
dim RI.
If we are given a finitely generated R-module M, we may define the
Ž .numerical function on Spec R with FC relative to M.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.3. i If we set
dim M if P Supp M , P P  ½  otherwise,
  Ž .   ŽŽ . .then  satisfies FC and I ht IAnn M Ann M .
Ž .    ii If we set P  depth M for any prime ideal P, then P
Ž .   Ž .satisfies FC and I grade I, M . Note that the depth of the zero
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Ž .module and the grade I, M of the module M with IMM are defined
to be .
 If  is a numerical function on Spec R and if U is a subset of Spec R,
 then we may consider the new numerical function  defined asU
  P if PU, P U ½  otherwise.
Ž .  EXAMPLE 2.4. i Let  be a numerical function on Spec R with
Ž . Ž .FC and let U V J , the closed subset consisting of all prime ideals
  Ž .containing J, where J is an ideal of R. Then  satisfies FC andU
   I  I J for any ideal I of R.U
Ž .ii If U is a subset of Spec R which is closed under generalization
Ž .   Ži.e., PU and PQ Spec R imply QU , and P  ht P or
  .   Ž .P  depth R resp. for any prime ideal P, then  satisfies FC .UP
Ž .  iii Suppose  is a numerical function and U and U are subsets1 2
    Ž .  of Spec R. If  and  satisfy FC , then  , where UU 
U ,U U U 1 21 2
Ž .        4satisfies FC and I min I , I for any ideal I of R.U U U1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv Combining i , ii , and iii , we see that if U is a constructible
  Ž   .   Ž .set and P  ht P or P  depth R resp. , then  satisfies FC .UP
Ž .   Ž .v Let  be a numerical function on Spec R with FC and
   4    kN. Setting U P Spec R  P  k , we have I  I  k forU
    Ž .any ideal I with I  . In this case,  satisfies FC .U U
3. THEOREMS OF DETERMINANTAL IDEALS
In this section we state our main result. First we recall the definition of
Fitting invariants of a finitely generated R-module M.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let
Am nR R M 0
Ž .be a presentation of M. Then the ideal I A is called the k th Fittingnk
Ž .invariant of M and is denoted by F M .k
It is well known and easily verified that the Fitting invariants are
independent of the presentations of M. It is also verified that
F M  RM 0,Ž .0
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and
 M  k F M  PŽ . Ž .P k
for any P Spec R and any kN.
Now we state
  Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let  be a numerical function on Spec R with FC
and let x , . . . , x be n elements of a finitely generated R-module M. For1 n
m, t, lN, suppose
F M  i for 0 i l ,Ž .m i
and
F M x , . . . , x  l.Ž .Ž .m t 1 n
Then there are x , . . . , x M such that1 n
x x  a linear combination of x , . . . , xŽ .i i i1 n
for i 1, . . . , n and
 F M x , . . . , x min s k , lŽ . Ž .Ž .mk 1 s
for 0 s n and l k t .
Proof. We construct x , . . . , x inductively.1 n
First we note from the assumption that
F M k forl k 0,Ž .mk
hence
F M min 0 k , l forl k t ,Ž . Ž .mk
 since I is always non-negative for any ideal I. This proves the theorem
for n 0.
Now assume that u 0 and that x , . . . , x have been constructed yet1 u1
so that
x x  a linear combination of x , . . . , xŽ .i i i1 n
for i 1, . . . , u 1 and
 F M x , . . . , x min s k , lŽ . Ž .Ž .mk 1 s
for 0 s u 1 andl k t .
Ž   .We set LM x , . . . , x and1 u1
  4H  P Spec R  P  ww
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for any wN. Then for any k u l, u l 1, . . . , t,
H  V F LŽ .Ž .uk mk
is a finite set, since
F L min u 1 k , l  u k 1Ž . Ž .mk
  Ž .and  satisfies FC . We put
t
 4H  V F L  P , . . . , P ,Ž .Ž .Ž . uk mk 1 
kul
where we set the indices in such a way that
i  i P  P .i i
Then we can prove the following
Claim 3.3. There are y , . . . , y M such that1 
Ž .i y is a linear combination of x , . . . , x for any i,i u1 n
Ž . ii y  P M if i  i, andi i
Ž . ŽŽ Ž .. .  iii  L x  y  y m u P for any i.u 1 i P ii
We prove the claim by constructing y , . . . , y inductively. Suppose1 
Ž . Ž . Ž .y , . . . , y are already constructed so that i , ii , and iii of the claim are1 i1
satisfied. We put
z x  y  yu 1 i1
and
 k u P .i
Then u l k t by the definition of P , . . . , P . Hence we have that1 
 F L min u 1  k 1 , l  u k P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m Žk1. i
Ž . Ž .and that P  F L , i.e.,  L m k 1. On the other hand,i mk1 Pi
Ž . Ž .since P  F L by definition, we see that  L m k. It thusi mk Pi
follows that
 L m k 1.Ž .Pi
   Ž Ž .. Since P  l and F M x , . . . , x  l, we see that P i mt 1 n i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..F M x , . . . , x  F L z, x , . . . , x . Thereforem t 1 n mt u1 n
 L z , x , . . . , x m tm k 1.Ž .Ž .Ž .Pu1 n i
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 4It follows from this that there is an element in z, x , . . . , x whoseu1 n
image in L is not contained in P L . If the image of z is not containedP i Pi i
in P L , we set y  0. If the image of z is contained in P L , taking ani P i i Pi i
index j with j u 1 such that the image of x in L is not contained inj Pi
Ž . P L and an element r of R such that r  P  P , we set y  rx .i P i  i i i i ji
Then, in either case, it is easily verified
 L z y m kŽ .Ž .Ž .Pi i
Ž . Ž . Ž .and we see that y , . . . , y satisfy i , ii , and iii of the claim.1 i
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 3.2. We take y , . . . , y M so1 
Ž . Ž . Ž .that i , ii , and iii of the claim are satisfied and we put
x  x  y  y .u u 1 
Then we shall see that
x  x  a linear combination of x , . . . , xŽ .u u u1 n
and
 F M x , . . . , x min u k , l forl k t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .mk 1 u
as claimed in the theorem.
Ž Ž   ..To show this, assume that u l k t and P F M x , . . . , xmk 1 u
Ž Ž  .. Ž . F L x . Then P F L andmk u mk
 P  F L min u 1 k , l  u k 1.Ž . Ž .mk
 Here suppose P  u k. Then P P for some i, and thusi
   L x m u P m kŽ .Ž .Ž .u P
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž  ..by ii and iii of the claim. It then follows that P F L x , whichmk u
 contradicts the assumption. Hence we must have P  u k for such P;
 Ž Ž  .. therefore we have F L x  u k if u l k t. In the casemk u
l k u l, we have
F L x  F L min u 1 k , l  l.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .mk u mk
Summing up these, we have
F L x min u k , l for l k tŽ . Ž .Ž .mk u
as desired and the proof is completed.
As a consequence of this theorem we obtain the following result.
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  Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let  be a numerical function on Spec R with FC ,
and let A be an m n matrix with entries in R. Suppose
 4I A  lN
  ,Ž .t
Ž .for an integer t with 0 tmin m, n .
Then there is a lower triangular unipotent matrix V such that, putting
A AV, we hae
I A  i for 1 i l.Ž .t  ti1
Ž m.	Proof. We set M R . Let us denote the ith column vector of A
by x . Note that x M and from the definition of Fitting invariants,i i
I A  F M x , . . . , xŽ .Ž . Ž .k  j mk 1 j
for any k and j.
 Ž .     Ž Ž ..   Ž . Since F M R  if i 0 and F M x , . . . , x I Am i mt 1 n t
 l, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that there is a lower triangular unipotent
 Ž   .matrix V such that, putting A  x , . . . , x  AV, we have1 n
 F M x , . . . , x min s k , l 1Ž . Ž .Ž .mk 1 s
for 0 s n andl 1 k t .
Since
F M x , . . . , x  I AŽ . Ž .Ž .mk 1 s k  s
from the definition, we have that
I A  iŽ .t  ti1
for 1 i l.
We also have the following result as a corollary to Theorem 3.4.
 THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and  a numeri-
Ž .cal function on Spec R with FC .
 Ž .   4Suppose F M  l for some kN, where lN
  . Then there arek
x , . . . , x M such that1 k
F M x , . . . , x min k s 1, lŽ . Ž .Ž .ks 1 s
for 0 s k.
Proof. Take a presentation
Am nR R M 0
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 Ž . of M. Since I A  l by the assumption, we can replace A by thenk
matrix A of Theorem 3.4 and we may assume that
I A min k s 1, lŽ . Ž .nk  ns
for 0 s k. Write the image of the ith fundamental vector e i
Ž . n0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0  R in M as x . Thenn i
A
O Es
m s nR R M x , . . . , x  0Ž .1 s
Ž .is a presentation of M x , . . . , x , and hence1 s
A
F M x , . . . , x  IŽ .Ž .ks 1 s nŽks. O Ež /s
 I A min k s 1, l .Ž . Ž .nk  ns
4. APPLICATION I: SERRE’S THEOREM AND
BOURBAKI’S THEOREM
In this section we apply Theorem 3.4 to show some results which
generalize Serre’s theorem and Bourbaki’s theorem. For the first of this,
we state our result in the most general form.
  Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Let  be a numerical function on Spec R with FC as
before. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and let U be a subset of
Spec R. For non-negatie integers k and r, suppose the following conditions:
Ž .  i PU P  k.
Ž .  ii PU P  k.
Ž .iii Ass RU.
Ž . riv M  R for any PU.P P
Ž .v r k.
Then there exists a short exact sequence
0 RrkM C 0,
where C is an R-module with the property
C  Rk for any PU.P P
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Before proving this theorem we prepare the following lemma that we
need in the proof of the theorem.
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be an m n matrix with entries in R. For integers k
and r with 1 k r n, suppose there is a commutatie diagram of
R-modules of the form
0

0 K
 
rk rkR R
 
Am n  R R M 0 4.1Ž .
 
Anrk  n rkm  C 0RR


00
where the horizontal and the ertical lines are exact. Furthermore we assume
that, for a subset U of Spec R,
Ž .i Ass RU, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii I A  R and I A  0 for any PU.n r  nrk P P nr1 P
Then we hae K 0 and that M  Rr and C  Rk for any PU.P P P P
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary element of U. Then, from the assumption,
Ž . Ž . Ž . rI A  R and I A  0 , hence we see that M  R . Local-n r P P nr1 P P P
Ž . m nrkizing 4.1 by P, we may assume, by changing the bases of R , R andP P
Rrk if necessary, thatP
E O n r Žnr .k
A  .P O O OŽmnr .Žnr . Žmnr .k Žmnr .Ž rk .
k Ž . rkThis yields that C  R and Im A  R  0, that is, K  0.P P P P P
It remains to prove that K 0. Assume the contrary and take an
element PAss K. Since K is a submodule of Rrk, we see that
Ž .PAss R. Therefore PU by i . Then by the argument above, we see
that K  0, which is a contradiction.P
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Take a presentation
Am nR R M 0
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Ž .of M. Then we see from iv that
I A  P , I A  0Ž . Ž . Ž .Pnr nr1
Ž .for any PU. Thus it follows from ii that
I A  k .Ž .n r
Therefore, after changing the basis of Rn, we may assume from Theorem
3.4 that
I A  k .Ž .n r  nrk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then it follows from i that I A  R and I A  0n r  nrk P P nr1 P
Ž .for any PU. Defining the module C by the diagram 4.1 , we obtain the
conclusion from Lemma 4.2.
As a corollary of this theorem, we have a result that generalizes Serre’s
theorem.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let M be a finitely generated projectie R-module of
  Ž .constant rank r. If there exists a numerical function  on Spec R with FC
such that
 d R  sup M MMax R  r , 4Ž . Ž .
then M has a non-triial free direct summand.
  Ž .Remark 4.4. If we put P  ht P, then d R  dim R and Corollary
 	4.3 becomes the original Serre’s theorem Se . On the other hand, putting
j-ht P if P j-Spec R , P  ½  otherwise,
Ž .we have d R  j-dim R and Corollary 4.3 yields the EisenbudEvans
 	  theorem EE . If we put P  depth R , we get another result of thisP
type.
Ž .Proof of Corollary 4.3. Set U Spec R and k d R . Then all the
assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Therefore we have a short exact
sequence
0 RrkM C 0
such that
C  Rk for any P Spec R .P P
Then C is a projective R-module, and therefore Rrk is a free direct
summand of M, which is non-trivial because r k.
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We also deduce a result which is a generalization of Bourbaki’s theorem
 	Bo .
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and r a positie
integer. Suppose
Ž .i depth R  2 depth M  1, andP P
Ž . rii depth R  1M  R .P P P
Then there exists a short exact sequence
0 Rr1M I 0
such that I is an ideal of R and I  R if depth R  1.P P P
Remark 4.6. If the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied for r 0,
then M 0. To prove this, suppose M 0 and take PAss M. Then,
Ž .since depth M  0, it follows from i that depth R  1. ThereforeP P
r Ž .M  R  0 by ii , which is a contradiction.P P
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We set
 P  depth R for any P Spec R ,P
 4U P Spec R  depth R  1P
and
k 1.
Then all the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and we have a short
exact sequence
0 Rr1M C 0
such that C  R if depth R  1. We claim here that Ass CAss R. InP P P
fact, if depth R  2, then from the exact sequenceP
0 Rr1M  C  0P P P
Ž .and the assumption i , we see that depth C  1 and hence PAss C. IfP
depth R  1, then we have depth C  1 since C  R ; thus PAss C.P P P P
Therefore, any P in Ass C satisfies depth R  0, hence PAss R. ThisP
shows Ass CAss R. Then, that C is isomorphic to an ideal of R follows
from the next Lemma 4.7.
LEMMA 4.7. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. Suppose
Ž .i Ass MAss R, and
Ž . rii there is an integer r such that M  R for any PAss R.P P
Then M is isomorphic to a submodule of Rr. Especially, M is a first syzygy.
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Proof. Since Ass MAss R, any non-zero-divisor on R is a non-zero-
divisor on M. Set S R P. Then we have a semi-local ringPAss R
S1R and S1M is a locally free S1R-module of constant rank r.
Therefore S1M S1Rr. Since any element of S is a non-zero-divisor on
both M and Rr, M and Rr are embedded in S1M S1Rr. Thus we can
find an element s S such that s times the image of M in S1M S1Rr
is contained in the image of Rr. So we conclude that M is isomorphic to a
rsubmodule of R .
We can deduce Bourbaki’s theorem as a direct consequence to Theo-
rem 4.5.
Ž  	.COROLLARY 4.8 Bourbaki’s Theorem Bo . Let R be a normal domain
and M a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Then there is a free
submodule F of M such that MF is isomorphic to an ideal of R.
Proof. We may assume that M 0. Set r rank M. Since M is
Ž .4 Ž .torsion-free, we see that Ass M 0 . So the condition i of Theorem
4.5 is satisfied. If depth R  1, then M is a torsion-free module of rankP P
r over a PID R and we see that M  Rr . The result follows fromP P P
Theorem 4.5.
Using Theorem 4.5, we can give another version of a theorem of
Bourbaki type in the following way.
COROLLARY 4.9. Let M be a finitely generated R-module of finite projec-
tie dimension. Suppose that M is a first syzygy and Spec R is connected. Then
there is a free submodule F of M such that MF is isomorphic to an ideal of R
Ž .and MF  R for any P Spec R with depth R  1.P P P
Proof. Let
0 P  P    P M 0 4.2Ž .h h1 0
be a finite projective resolution of M. Then, since Spec R is connected,
Ž .rank P is independent of P Spec R. Settingi P
h
ir 1 rank P ,Ž . Ž .Ý i P
i0
we shall show that the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied.
First, since M is a first syzygy, Ass MAss R and therefore the
Ž .condition i of Theorem 4.5 is satisfied. If depth R  1, then PAss MP
 	and pd M  . It follows from AuslanderBuchsbaum formula AB thatP
Ž .M is free and hence rank M  r from the exact sequence 4.2 . We alsoP P
have that M  Rr in case depth R  0 by the same way. Therefore thep P P
assumptions of Theorem 4.5 are satisfied and the corollary follows.
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We remark that the short exact sequence of Theorem 4.1 implies a
condition for the order ideals. Recall that for an R-module M and
Ž .mM, the order ideal O m is defined byM
O m  f m  fHom M , R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .M R
Note that for any R-module M with finite presentation and a flat R-alge-
bra S, one has
O m SO m 1Ž . Ž .M MS
Ž .for any mM. Note also that O m  R if and only ifM
RM
r rm
is a split monomorphism.
COROLLARY 4.10. In the setting of Theorem 4.1, assume further that
r k. Then there exists an element mM such that
O m  k .Ž .M
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, there is a monomorphism f : RM such that
Ž . Ž .f splits for any PU. We put m f 1 . Then O m  R , andP M P P
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .therefore O m  P for any PU. Therefore O m  k by ii ofM M
Theorem 4.1.
5. APPLICATION II: BRUNS’ THEOREM
In this section, we shall provide a little generalization of Bruns’ Theo-
rem as an application of Theorem 3.4. We begin with the following lemma
that will be necessary to prove our theorem.
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a finitely generated R-module which is a first syzygy.
Then there exists an exact sequence
A Bm n lR R R
Am nŽ .such that Coker R R M and
tB tAl n mR R R
is exact.
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Proof. Perhaps the lemma is well known, and we just give an outline of
the proof. Since M is a first syzygy, there is an exact sequence
A Xm n tR R R
Am nŽ .of finitely generated free R-modules such that Coker R R M.
Take a free module Rl and a matrix B so that
tB tAl n mR R R
B Xn l n tŽ . Ž .is exact. Then one can easily verify that Ker R R Ker R R .
The lemma immediately follows from this.
Now we state our theorem.
THEOREM 5.2. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and r and k be
non-negatie integers with k 0. Suppose
Ž .i depth R  k depth M  k.P P
Ž . rii depth R  k 1M  R .P P P
Then there exists an exact sequence of the form
0M Rrk1 R2 k3 R2 k5   R3 R .
We can prove Theorem 5.2 just applying the following lemma repeat-
edly.
LEMMA 5.3. In the setting of Theorem 5.2, there is a short exact sequence
0M Rrk1 C 0
such that
depth R  k depth C  k 1P P
and
depth R  k 1 C  Rk1.P P P
Proof. Since k 0, M is a first syzygy by Lemma 4.7. Hence by Lemma
5.1, there are matrices A and B with entries in R such that
A Bm n lR R R
and
tB tAl n mR R R
Am nŽ .are exact and Coker R R M.
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Let P be a prime ideal of R with depth R  k 1. Then, sinceP
r Ž . Ž .M  R by assumption, we have that I A  R and I A P P nr P P nr1 P
Ž .0 . Since
tB tAl n mR R RP P P
Ž . Ž . Ž .is exact, we also see that I B  R and I B  0 for any Pr P P r1 P
Spec R with depth R  k 1. In particular, we see thatP
grade I B  k 1.Ž .r
Using Theorem 3.4, we may assume, after changing the basis of Rl, that
grade I B  k 1.Ž .r  rk1
Now in the rest of the proof, we use the notation
Y B , rk1
Yn rk1C Coker R R ,ž /
and
Yn rk1L Im R R .ž /
Ž .Then for any P Spec R with depth R  k 1, I Y  R andP r P P
Ž . Ž .I Y  0 hold. Therefore we haver1 P
C  Rk1 and L  Rr .P P P P
A Ym n n rk1Ž .Now since AYO and M Coker R R , R R induces a
surjective homomorphism  : M L. Put NKer . We claim here that
N 0. In fact, if N 0, there is an element PAss N. Since NM, we
see that PAss M and therefore depth R  0 by assumption. As aP
result, we have M  Rr  L . Since  is a surjective R -homomor-P P P P P
phism from M to L and L is a Noetherian R -module, we see that P P P P P
is an isomorphism. It follows that N Ker   0, which is a contradic-P P
tion.
Therefore we see that N 0 and  : M L is an isomorphism. It
follows that there is a short exact sequence of the form
0M Rrk1 C 0.
Finally, if P is a prime ideal with depth R  k, then depth M  k byP P
assumption. Hence we see from the short exact sequence above that
depth C  k 1.P
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We should remark that Bruns’ theorem is a direct consequence of
Theorem 5.2.
Ž  	.COROLLARY 5.4 Bruns Br . Let M be a finitely generated R-module
which is a kth syzygy and let r be an integer. Suppose
Ž .i depth R  k 1 pd M  .P R PP
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii  M  r for any PMin R .P
Then there exists an exact sequence of the form
0M Rrk1 R2 k3 R2 k5   R3 R .
Proof. It just suffices to verify the two conditions of Theorem 5.2
for M.
Ž .Since M is a k th syzygy, depth M min k, depth R for any PP P
Spec R. Hence the first condition of Theorem 5.2 is satisfied. If depth RP
Ž . k 1, then pd M  0 by i and the AuslanderBuchsbaum formulaR PP 	 Ž .AB . Thus M is a free R -module and we see that rank M  r by ii .P P P
 	Remark 5.5. Bruns Br also showed the following result.
Let
ff f f k1h h1 k2  0 F F  F  F M 0h h1 k1 k
be a projective resolution of an R-module M with F a free R-module andk
M a k th syzygy module which has a constant rank. Set t rank F k
rank M. Then there are homomorphisms
c : F  Rtkk
f : Rtk R2 k1k
f : R2 j1 R2 j1 , j 1, . . . , k 1j
such that
f f co f fh k2 k1 ktk 2 k1   0 F  F R Rh k1
f f f fk1 k2 2 12 k3 3   R  R R
is exact.
This result can be deduced from Theorem 5.2 as follows. Set r rank M.
Take a projective module Q such that F Q is a free module andk1
Ž . Ž .represent the homomorphism  : F Q F ,  x, y  f x , by ak1 k k1
matrix A. Suppose P is a prime ideal with depth R  k. Then we seeP
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that M is a free R -module as in the proof of Corollary 5.4, and it followsP P
that
I A  R and I A  0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .P Pt P t1
Ž . Ž .Recall that t rank F  r. Therefore, grade I A  k, and changingk t
the basis of F , we may assume from Theorem 3.4 thatk
grade I A  k .Ž .t  tk
Let c: F  Rtk be the projection to the first t k coordinates andk A tk tkŽ . Ž .set C Coker c f . Then C Coker F Q R . Sincek1 k1
Ž . Ž . Ž .I A  R and I A  0 for any P Spec R with depth Rt  tk P P t1 P P
 k, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that there is an exact sequence
0 RrkM C 0
such that C  Rk for any P Spec R with depth R  k. If P is a primeP P P
ideal with depth R  k 1, then depth M  k since M is a k th syzygy,P P
and therefore depth C  k. Now the result follows from Theorem 5.2.P
Finally, we note the following result which, under a mild condition,
unifies Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 5.2.
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and k, c, r be
Ž .integers such that k 0 and 0 c r. Set lmin c, k . Suppose
Ž .i depth R  k 1 depth M  k.P P
Ž . rii depth R  kM  R .P P P
Then there exist exact sequences
0 RrcM C 0
and
0 C Rc l1 R2 l3 R2 l5   R3 R
such that C  Rc for any P Spec R with depth R  l.P P P
Remark 5.7. Theorem 4.5 is a special case c k 1 of Proposition
5.6. In the case r k, Theorem 5.2 is a special case r c of Proposition
5.6.
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Take a presentation
Am nR R M 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .of M. Then I A  R and I A  0 for any P Spec Rn r P P nr1 P
with depth R  k. SoP
grade I A  kŽ .n r
and we may assume by Theorem 3.4 that
grade I A  l.Ž .n r  nrc
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then I A  R and I A  0 for any P Spec Rn r  nrc P P nr1 P
with depth R  l. So by Lemma 4.2, we see that there is a short exactP
sequence
0 RrcM C 0
such that C  Rc for any P Spec R with depth R  l. If depth R  lP P P P
 1, then depth M  l by assumption and therefore depth C  l by theP P
short exact sequence above. It follows from Theorem 5.2 that there is an
exact sequence of the form
0 C Rc l1 R2 l3 R2 l5   R3 R .
6. APPLICATION III: FORSTERSWAN THEOREM
In this section we state a result of the ForsterSwan type as a corollary
to Theorem 3.2. The most general form that results from Theorem 3.2 is
the following
 THEOREM 6.1. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and let  be a
Ž .numerical function on Spec R with FC and with a further additional
condition:
 d R  sup M MMax R  . 4Ž . Ž .
If we put
 t sup  M  d R  P  P Supp M , 4Ž . Ž .P
M can be generated by t elements.
By setting
j-dim R j-dim RP if P j-Spec R , P  ½  otherwise,
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we have the following
Ž  	.COROLLARY 6.2 ForsterSwan Theorem EE, Fo, Sw . Let R be a
noetherian ring with j-dim R  and M a finitely generated R-module. Then
M can be generated by
t sup  M  j-dim RP  P j-Spec R Supp M 4Ž . Ž .P
elements.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. For any ideal I of R, it is easily verified that the
 restriction of  to Spec RI is a numerical function on Spec RI which
Ž .satisfies FC . So by considering RAnn M instead of R, we may assume
that Supp M Spec R.
Ž .Take a system of generators x , . . . , x of M and put l d R and1 n
m t l. Then for any non-negative integer i and any prime ideal P with
 P  i, we have
  M  t d R  P m i .Ž . Ž .P
Ž .Therefore F M  P. Thus it follows thatm i
F M  i .Ž .m i
Ž Ž ..On the other hand, since F M x , . . . , x  R, we have0 1 n
F M x , . . . , x  l.Ž .Ž .mm 1 n
Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, there exist x , . . . , x M such that1 n
 F M x , . . . , x min s k , lŽ . Ž .Ž .mk 1 s
for 0 s n andl km.
In particular,
 F M x , . . . , x  l.Ž .Ž .0 1 ml
ŽSince there is nothing to prove in the case n tm l, we assume here
. Ž .that nm l. Since l d R , it follows that
F M x , . . . , x  R ,Ž .Ž .0 1 t
 Ž .that is, x , . . . , x M.1 t
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